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PREFACE

Paul-Jan, PJ, ‘Peej’, ‘Nip’ - good cricketer, great smile, top bloke. He arrived at Hampshire in 1986 
on the back of a list of promising spells in Holland that were to lead to a county contract, a place in 
the Netherlands 1996 World Cup squad, five one-day internationals and the making of a name. He 
bowled a tad above medium, hit the seam consistently and nipped the ball back into the pads and 
inside thigh with no little venom: hence the moniker ‘Nip’, for Nip Bakker, got it? His heart was so 
big that a day’s work was never done. Throw the ball to Peej half an hour before stumps and, yes, 
you’d get a gruff repost, but you’d get a hundred percent effort too.
 

Mark Nicholas (left) and Malcolm Marshall with the Benson & Hedges Cup at Lord’s
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We all loved him, not least Malcolm Marshall who well understood the rigour of the job and its 
many frustrations. On a pitch with some grass, they could be a deadly combination - Maco’s 
lightening outswingers and PJ’s stinging nip-backers. He marvelled at the fact that he bowled 
the other end from Marshall and frequently pinched himself when they were celebrating success 
together. Sometimes he laughed at the absurdity of it - off-sider to perhaps the greatest fast bowler 
of them all for goodness sake!! - and we would laugh with him, only too aware of how lucky 
we were to live this life and mix it with immortals. On occasion, we laughed at him too, as the 
frustrations of the job stretched his patience. Once, after an over of some misfortune, he was handed 
his sweater by an unsuspecting umpire and promptly threw it to the ground in disgust before kicking 
the damn thing all the way to long-leg while uttering ‘Godverdomme, godverdomme...aarrgghh, 
godverdomme’ in his native tongue and for all to hear.
 
On another occasion, we declared against Gloucestershire at Portsmouth with 35 minutes left in 
the day and after a single, admittedly maiden, over with the new ball, I replaced him with Cardigan 
Conner who took two wickets in his first five balls. PJ’s less than complimentary remarks when I 
told of him of my ‘hunch’ that Cardy was the man for the moment, were hurriedly replaced by a 
hearty slap on the back and the immortal line ‘Good decision Skip, though I’d have taken three!’ 
What he might not have done is go to take 7 for 31 and win us the game by lunch the next day. Good 
job Cardy; nice hunch Skip.
 
What a life our hero led, with summers spent on the green Elysian fields of England and winters 
on the pristine Alpine slopes that he negotiated with such élan. When the mood took him, he would 
jump on a plane to Cape Town where the cricket was good and the girls were golden; or head to 
Anguilla to stay with Cardy where the beer was cold and the laughter long and loud. PJ had such 
style (!) for he ate well, drank the best stuff a professional wage could afford and dressed like a 
man out of Ralph Lauren. He set high standards, of both performance and behaviour, and thought 
little of those who fell short in effort or manners. The only sadness I have is not finding him a place 
in one of our three cup final teams, for he would have graced Lord’s and done his adopted county 
proud.
 
PJ was the best of cricket, all heart and soul. His perspective on the game came from a broad 
canvas and added maturity to our dressing-room: sometimes, being the best sort of person matters 
as much as being the most gifted player. With a bit of luck, that message will come through on the 
pages that you are about to read. While writing these words, Robin Smith telephoned by chance 
from Perth. I said I was at my desk writing the foreword to PJ’s book. ‘Ah, PJ’ said Robin in great 
excitement, ‘What a fabulous guy, and funny guy too. He was a good bowler you know, especially 
when the ball had a thick seam on it in the late 1980’s. I never liked facing him in the nets, bruise 
after bruise I had on my inside thigh! Send him my love if you talk to him.’ Which I do now, from 
us both indeed.

Paul-Jan Bakker, a credit to every cricket team in which he played, and to the colourful life he has 
led. A true gentleman, if ever there was one.

Salute my friend.

Mark Nicholas
(Hampshire captain 1984-95)
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David Gower in Hampshire colours
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PREFACE

P-J

First impressions can be horribly misleading. Especially when they are formed from opposite ends 
of a cricket pitch!

As far as I can recall, my first sight of the grumpy Dutchman was Leicestershire v Hampshire at Grace 
Road. I’d have been at the crease far too early in the day for me so, while P-J was all fired up and 
‘nipping’ it around as per his nickname, I was playing and missing at every other ball while I tried to 
wake up. I got the distinct impression that P-J’s first thoughts were along the lines of ‘How did this 
idiot ever play for England?’. To be fair at times like that I tended to wonder the same thing.

I got to know the other P-J when I moved to Hampshire. I’d like to say that my move down south was 
predicated on the wish to be on the same side as the now much more fun Dutchman but I’m afraid 
just above him on the list were Malcolm Marshall and Robin Smith. The theory was very straight 
forward that I had probably had enough of facing the former and could most likely avoid him in the 
nets with a bit of forward planning and fielding at cover to the Judge had become too much of a hand 
bruising experience.  

Now I think of it though the benefit was just as enjoyable being there to listen to P-J berating all those 
useless batsmen at the other end who apparently were unable to deal with the persistence of our man 
hitting both the seam and a length with monotonous regularity. It was truly a work of the bowler’s art 
and a joy to watch.

‘Getting to know your Dutchman’ (Volume 2) involved sharing a house in Chilworth, at the ‘posh’ 
end of Southampton. Thorunn (at that stage the future Mrs Gower) and I were working our way 
through a succession of rental houses while we looked for something more permanent while P-J was 
keeping the cost of accommodation down by apparently ‘hot bedding’ (I think that’s the term – at least 
it works in offices with desks!) wherever he could.

For a few months we shared this five bedroom new build house, with the basic minimum of furniture 
adding up to a couple of beds and the odd sofa. I suspect that the wine racks were both filled and 
emptied on as regular a basis as P-J hitting a seam!

We got to see the sharp, suit wearing, urbane man about town. We saw the wry humour shining 
through and in the space of these few months we erased all memories of the grumbling, chuntering 
bowler growling ferociously from twenty yards away!

On visits to the Hague P-J would be deputed to pilot the 7 Series BMW to escort the Brits around, 
at which point the temptation to use all available cylinders and each and every ounce of horsepower 
from under the bonnet proved irresistible. I guess if he could have done the same with 5½ ounces of 
cork and red leather in his hand he would have happily ramped up the speed there too!

In summary, I must concede that he was definitely the better bowler, certainly the better skier (no need 
even to head for the mountains to prove that) and possibly better dressed than I. Thank God I was, as 
eventually he might have admitted, the better batter!

David Gower
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Northlands Road; the former cricket ground of Hampshire C.C.C. in Southampton
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A Dutchman in Southampton 

A DUTCHMAN IN SOUTHAMPTON

There he is. Paul-Jan Bakker from The Netherlands, in Southampton, looking around 
for someone that is going to look after him at the Hampshire County Cricket Club. 
Who could have thought of this: a Dutchman on the cusp of entering the Walhalla 
of international club cricket? Unheard of. Paul-Jan originates from a marginal 
cricket country. Holland’s largest claim to fame is a victory over eleven somewhat 
phlegmatically cricket playing Australians, on 29 August 1964 (Paul-Jan just turned 
seven at the time), on a coconut matting, at De Diepput, the ground of the Royal 
Hague Cricket Club. But now there is ‘Flying Dutchman’ Paul-Jan Bakker, the 
detached pawn, envoy of Queen Beatrix, who has become a professional cricket 
player in England. In good spirits, but with question marks in his eyes he looks 
around.
 
‘I came from the airport by taxi, had one suitcase and a cricket bag with me, actually 
the same stuff I always took to South Africa. The driver dropped me at the Hampshire 
ground, helped me unload my baggage. After he had driven off, I stood there, all 
by myself. I did not know anybody, had no clue where I had to be, did not know 
anything at all. Feeling curious I wandered around a bit. I landed up in a car park. A 
somewhat grey elderly gentleman came towards me, shook my hand enthusiastically 
and said: ‘Hey, you must be PJ Bakker.’ His name was Jimmy Gray and later I 
learned he had been a very good all-rounder for Hampshire. Jimmy – then still Mr 
– Gray received me and took me to the office. The club had arranged a hotel around 
the corner, where I spent the first few nights.’
 
The day after his introduction to Hampshire and Jimmy Gray Paul-Jan must be at 
the club at nine thirty in the morning, for his first training session. Just like the day 
before he is clueless: on his grand expedition to the County Ground of Southampton 
he needs to find out where to change clothes. It appears to be  at the back of the 
old club house. ‘Anything but brand-new’ is how Bakker refers to the domain of 
Hampshire’s second team, with a sense of understatement. When he enters the 
changing room, or what is supposedly a dressing room, everyone is already present. 
Paul-Jan arrived after the start of the season on 1 April and had to adapt to the 
customs of the group. Compare it to a lion’s den: each and every one hunting for the 
same prey: Hampshire’s first eleven.

‘And then I enter. I was almost immediately the oldest (for clarity’s sake: the year 
is 1985 and Paul-Jan is 27). On the left Kevan James, who had just come over 
from Middlesex, and on the right Rajesh Maru, who had been there for over a year. 
They were also a bit older, so I addressed them. ‘Hello, where can I sit?’ ‘Just sit 
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over here.’ So, I did and changed. ‘What am I supposed to wear?’ ‘Just put on your 
bowling shoes and your cricket outfit.’ 

The players head for the nets. Of course, Paul-Jan must get used to things, it is after 
all his first training session. The nets are old and there are foot holes in the pitch.

As soon as the Dutch novice starts bowling, his apprehension disappears. He hits 
the batsmen on their hands and, on the inner side of their thighs. Their cursing and 
their shouts of pain are gratefully appreciated. Team-mate Tim Tremlett can still 
vividly remember the ‘heavy balls’ that Paul-Jan bowled: ‘I cannot remember PJ’s 
first day as such but heard, through Club Captain Mark Nicholas, that we had signed 
a medium fast pace bowler from Holland who bowled a ‘Heavy Ball.’ When we first 
saw PJ in the flesh, we wondered what the ‘Heavy’ meant as PJ was solidly built to 
say the least! In the nets we quickly found out, to the batsman’s dismay, that his off 
cutter darted in off the seam and regularly made contact with the batsman’s inner 
thigh which tends to go unprotected but is most painful when struck.’
 
It is noon, end of practice, Paul-Jan wonders what the afternoon will bring. For the 
first time in his life he enters the club house of Hampshire: a modern building in 
those days, with squash halls downstairs and a bar upstairs. In the bar Paul-Jan meets 
Pat. He only needs one word to describe her: heaven-sent.

Pat is an older woman, who makes it her job to find out how every player wants his 
lunch prepared. Paul-Jan likes toasted ham and cheese sandwiches. During his stay 
at Hampshire there is no one but Pat who prepares them for him. Being a resident, 
PJ quickly incorporates the club house of Hampshire as his living room and adopts 
Pat as his second mum. When he informs about what will happen next, he receives a 
prompt reply: there’s time for lunch and relaxation till half past one, and then bowl 
again to the max till four o’clock.

At ten to four Paul-Jan takes a moment for himself being very much aware of his 
surroundings: sweating bowlers, grinning batsmen, well-trodden grass changing 
from green to yellow, and thinks back to how it all started.
 
After his compulsory military service Paul-Jan Bakker left for South Africa to play 
cricket. After some wandering around he landed up at Green Point. With that team 
he regularly played David Turner’s squad, in Paarl.

Turner was a left-hander and in the English County Championship he had been 
Hampshire’s top order batsman for 24 years. He always had problems facing Paul-
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A Dutchman in Southampton 

Jan, often lost his wicket, was of course mad at him, but could also respect the 
unorthodox bowler. Paul-Jan bowled somewhat different than Turner was used to 
and that triggered the Brit. It led to an invitation. ‘Why don’t you come to England?’ 
‘Yes, but where in England?’ Turner broke a lance for Bakker at Hampshire. His first 
encounter with the professional club was disappointing.

‘Initially this went totally wrong. The secretary of the club thought I was a ‘trialist.’ 
They invited them on a regular basis, players from surrounding English clubs and 
universities, to come and visit for a day to show their skills in the nets. Obviously, that 
wasn’t what I had in mind.
I came from The Netherlands, I just had to go there for a longer period, at least for 
a week. In hindsight this cost me a season.’

Due to the misunderstanding with the secretary Paul-Jan misses out on a great 
opportunity.Hampshire recruits Cardigan Connor. Bakker plays one match for Quick, 
the club where he grew up, and leaves for England again, invited by Paul Downton. 
Downton sees opportunities at John Emburey’s Middlesex. Emburey plays in South 
Africa at Western Province and is familiar with Paul-Jan’s bowling qualities. No 
such luck. Middlesex is already full. Bakker returns – empty-handed, as they say – to 
The Netherlands. The next winter Paul-Jan Bakker runs into David Turner in South 
Africa. Turner feels guilty and apologises for the misunderstanding created by the 
secretary. At the same time, he has good news. Turner presents Paul-Jan a letter from 
the secretary, in which the Dutchman is invited for a serious trial at Hampshire. The 
trial consists of a number of practice sessions and two three-day matches.

At the end of the trial period everything falls into place: Mark Nicholas as captain, 
the technical committee, the cricket committee, Jimmy Gray and Charles Knott. 
They determine the Dutchman’s fate.

It’s four p.m. Players hesitantly say goodbye to each other. Although he has not done 
much the previous weeks, Paul-Jan is not impressed by the long session. He used to 
bowl on ‘concrete’ in South Africa for three seasons, has grown a little older and is 
able to save his strength. There he picks his moments. With unfaltering steps Paul-
Jan Bakker, Dutchman and professional cricketer, leaves the practice ground. He 
sucks in British air; his eyes are gleaming.



NIP tells about Paul-Jan’s youth and how he got to know cricket. The biography 
describes what made him travel to South Africa and how he became a top 
sportsman in a country torn apart by apartheid. And how he manifested himself 
in England, as envoy of a cricket country comparable to Iceland in soccer, 
between the greatest characters from the history of cricket.  
NIP not only discusses the rise and fall of PJ’s cricket career, with, to say 
the least, a remarkable WC as end station, but for example also working in 
Switzerland, St Martin as a regular holiday resort and a meeting with the 
princes of Orange.

The biography of Paul-Jan Bakker reads the one moment as a picaresque 
novel, and on the other hand as a sports chronicle. NIP describes the life of a 
sophisticated gentleman, playboy and top sportsman all in one. Never a poseur, 
always in full conviction, with love for the game.

‘What a fantastic bowler the Nip Bakker turned out to be. Early and late season 
he nipped the ball around and made the batsman hop around. That’s where the 
Surrey players like Alec Stewart named him the Nip.’
(Rajesh Maru, former teammate of PJ at Hampshire) 

‘Ian Botham was in at four and quickly scored 41 before he launched a 
mighty slog at PJ and was bowled. To say that we were pleased would be an 
understatement - PJ showed emotion that we had rarely seen before.’
(Chris Goldie, former teammate of PJ at Hampshire)

‘PJ had established good, relaxed atmosphere, was straightforward and 
demanded discipline. If things were not good, he 
didn’t beat about the bush. PJ was the perfect man 
for this interim job, the last national coach without 
assistants and analysis experts in his staff. Paul-Jan 
could do without!’
(Jeroen Smits, captain of the Dutch team 
when PJ was national coach)

NIP Cricket Nomad from The Netherlands
Authorized biography of Paul-Jan Bakker




